HOW TO BOOK YOUR
FIRST HIGH-PAYING
CLIENTS (AND SETTING
UP A SYSTEM TO DO
THIS CONSISTENTLY)

This roadmap is filled with our tried
and tested steps, but is not meant
to be comprehensive material. We
highly recommend working through
this alongside our 5 Steps to 5 Figures
Masterclass, our free training which
goes alongside this blueprint to allow
you to get the most out of it and
implement. The free masterclass also
includes case studies and tangible
examples so that you can get clear
on your niche and offer and begin
attracting high paying clients who
can’t wait to work with you.
Check out our masterclass by clicking
here.
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1
STOP SELLING COACHING AND PICK A NICHE
THAT IS GUARANTEED TO BE PROFITABLE

Selling the WRONG thing online is an easily
made mistake - yet one that can be costly.
Most coaches and consultants are focused
on trying to sell their program or service itself
- rather than the OUTCOME or RESULT that
this program provides.
Nobody wants to buy coaching, or a certain
number of hours talking to a stranger to
achieve a vague promise like “joy”, “peace”
, “breakthroughs”, “healing”... This doesn’t
mean much in the sense that it can be
interpreted in so many different ways.
This is why having absolute clarity on the
tangible outcome you actually offer is so key
- and this simple shift in messaging can make
ALL the difference.

Here are the three main pillars which contain outcomes clients will actually be willing to
spend premium amounts to pay:

RELATIONSHIPS

HEALTH

BUSINESS AND CAREER
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Example of this could be:

FINDING YOUR
SOULMATE

OVERCOMING
ANXIETY

EARNING YOUR FIRST $10K
FROM AN ETSY SHOP

This should form the basis of your Signature Offer.

Your Niche

Your Message

Your Signature Offer
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2
DESIGN YOUR SIGNATURE OFFER

Having chose a niche that’s profitable isn’t sufficient to get to your first 5 figures and do so
consistently and repeatedly.
Your knowledge and method must be packaged in an effective and simple way in order to
maximize client results and attract the RIGHT kind of clients (who are willing to put in the
work).
Your signature offer doesn’t need to be jam packed with tons of information. While tempting
to add in everything you know, this ends up confusing and overwhelming your clients.
All you need is an 8-16 week, well structured program that you can price anywhere from
$2000 - $10,000. That’s really what it comes down to.
This program should include all the KEY ESSENTIAL steps . In order words, you can reverse
engineer from the result to work out the must-take action steps your client must go through
to achieve the result. Eliminate anything that is not core to achieving the outcome.

End outcome

Reverse engineer to design all
the steps required to get there

Eliminate any extras that
aren’t essential
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3
LEVERAGE THE NEW WAY OF MARKETING TO
IMPLEMENT YOUR LEAD GENERATION SYSTEM

Without a lead generation system - you have no way to get your signature offer in front of
the RIGHT people - and therefore no SALES - meaning no BUSINESS.
This is where most people get wrong. Which is such a shame as it prevents so many talented
coaches and consultants from getting their gifts out there, and robs all those potential
clients who need your help from the expertise and results they could be getting had they
heard about you.
It’s absolutely PIVOTAL to have a lead generation system that brings you calls in a consistent
and SCALABLE way, so that you can tailor it to your income goal and the number of clients
you want to be serving.
Retargeting

Traffic
(Facebook Ads)

Landing Page

Lead Magnet

Nurture Sequence

Book a call

New Client

REAL LIFE NUMBERS - BROKEN DOWN

Let’s say you decide to spend $10 a day = $300 ad spend
per month, giving you on average 3 people who apply to
work with you. You get on the phone and enroll people
into your program. Even if you only enrol one of the three
people who applied; if your program is $3000, you’ve still
made a profit of $2,700. This is an amazing return and is
then a strategy you can scale to hit your YOUR personal
income goal.
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4
QUIT FIGHTING THE SALES BATTLE AND
CONVERT YOUR PROSPECTS

So many new female entrepreneurs feel
uncomfortable about actually making offers and
selling their program which is a huge obstacle to
success.
Without sales, your business stays at hobbystatus.
Women believe they are 20% less valuable than
men believe they are when it comes to getting
paid their worth.
Sales start with your mindset and confidence
in your offer and it’s value. If you have limiting
beliefs such as:

»» I’m not good at sales
»» Sales feel slimy and pushy to me
»» Who am I to charge this much?
»» Is my program really worth this much?
This will block you from enrolling clients and will take the joy out of serving others.
Selling can come with ease when you’re serving, not convincing.
This starts with true empathy for the client and what they need. Empathy is a core strength
for women - it’s time to leverage that!
Your prospects are out there and NEED you (if they didn’t they would not still be stuck with
their problem and searching for a solution).
You cannot help clients get to where they want to be without making the sale first.
Where there’s impact, there’s income.
Your sales are simply a reflection of how many people you are helping.
That being said, there is also a strategy to handle calls so that you can mirror the natural
decision making process of a human.
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Your sales strategy should start with a pre-qualifying process, such as a questionnaire that
enables you to show up prepared to the call, and filters out non-ideal client. This also preframes their expectations so they show up ready to buy and HUNGRY for help.

Your actual conversation should them very naturally - always leading with empathy and
service - through:

»» What their main problem and pain points are and what is holding them back from
finding a solution.

»» What their main desired result is
»» If they are a fit, how your signature offer is the solution in alignment with their
desired result

qq With as much specificity as possible
Finally, you want to be able to guide them through any objections to enable them to make the
decision THAT IS BEST FOR THEM, across the spheres of:

TIME

(e.g. I don’t have enough
time right now)

SPOUSE

MONEY

(e.g.This is too expensive)

(e.g. My husband won’t
agree to this)

This starts with isolating the objecting and addressing any questions and doubts coming
up, as well as walking them through the process of understanding and overcoming any fears
that is keeping them in their comfort zone
Objections are often simply a reflection of their DREAM coming into conflict with their
COMFORT ZONE

Pre-qualifying
process

Call that mirrors decision
making process

Objection
Handling

Enrolment
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Recap of the steps

What’s next?
These are the 4 steps to 5-Figures Monthly Profit Blueprint that we’ve used to get coaches
up and running with clients, as well as confidence and cash flow in record time.
Some of our clients are doing $20,000 a month using this simple method.
Check out our case study video here.
It’s our intention that this blueprint will give you some guidance on how to start attracting
clients online. Once you start building your online audience and getting a taste of what it’s
like to generate $10,000 - $20,000 -$30,000 a month from your coaching or consulting
business, there is no limit to what you can achieve. If you’d like our help implementing this
strategy and customizing it to fit your unique business (even if you are still figuring out
exactly what that looks like), we’d love to talk to you. There is never any pressure on our
breakthrough calls. Our goal is to figure out where you are at, where you want to go and
what your next specific steps should be for getting clarity and generating profit in your
business. No matter what, you’ll gain tremendous value from our call and some next steps
for you to focus on. If you’d like to set up a breakthrough session with us, just click this link
to do so: https://theconfidentbossacademy.com/breakthrough/

O u r s ig n at u re maste rcl ass

P L E AS E C L I C K

Ca s e st u d y : H ow o u r cl i ent Mo nic a we nt
from $0 to $ 5 k cl i e nt s ove r and ove r

P L E AS E C L I C K
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